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a b s t r a c t

We used the GEANT4 Monte Carlo MC Toolkit to simulate carbon ion beams incident onwater, tissue, and
bone, taking into account nuclear fragmentation reactions. Upon increasing the energy of the primary
beam, the position of the Bragg-Peak transfers to a location deeper inside the phantom. For different
materials, the peak is located at a shallower depth along the beam direction and becomes sharper with
increasing electron density NZ. Subsequently, the generated depth dose of the Bragg curve is then
benchmarked with experimental data from GSI in Germany. The results exhibit a reasonable correlation
with GSI experimental data with an accuracy of between 0.02 and 0.08 cm, thus establishing the basis to
adopt MC in heavy-ion treatment planning. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov KeS test further ascertained from
a statistical point of view that the simulation data matched the experimentally measured data very well.
The two-dimensional isodose contours at the entrance were compared to those around the peak position
and in the tail region beyond the peak, showing that bone produces more dose, in comparison to both
water and tissue, due to secondary doses. In the water, the results show that the maximum energy
deposited per fragment is mainly attributed to secondary carbon ions, followed by secondary boron and
beryllium. Furthermore, the number of protons produced is the highest, thus making the maximum
contribution to the total dose deposition in the tail region. Finally, the associated spectra of neutrons and
photons were analyzed. The mean neutron energy value was found to be 16.29 MeV, and 1.03 MeV for
the secondary gamma. However, the neutron dose was found to be negligible as compared to the total
dose due to their longer range.
© 2021 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In recent years, particle therapy with protons and heavier ions
like 12C has begun to elicit increasing interest in radiation treat-
ment [1e4]. The main advantage of using ions over photons is
primarily attributed to a favorable profile of the dose depth of ions,
which commences as a flat low-dose region, and then increases in
depth until the Bragg Peak [5,6], which can be located at the tar-
geted region during treatment planning [7]. Compared to protons,
on the other hand, there are some advantages of using heavier ions
like carbon [8e14]. Firstly, and due to the mass difference, these
ions exhibit fewer multiple scatterings than protons in lateral di-
rections. As a result, there is less range of straggling as beams
penetrate deep inside the body to the final treatment locations. This
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ensures that sharper field edges can be achieved, an important
consideration for tumors near to critical structures. Furthermore,
the energy loss, based on the basic Bethe-Bloch formula, is pro-
portional to the squared projectile charge z2p , but not its mass [15].
Consequently, the energy loss of a carbon ion is 36 times greater
than that of a proton of the same velocity, which therefore implies
that localized biological damage is much higher, with higher cell
killing and fewer chances for repair [16]. Secondly, the ionization
rate increases at the end of the particle range resulting in clusters of
lesions on the DNAmolecule in the cells [17]. Given that DNA lesion
clusters are much more difficult to repair than one DNA damage,
carbon ions have increased biological efficacy [18]. In contrast to
the above advantages, once the ions penetratematter with energies
in the MeV range, they are partially fragmented [1]. The fragments
have a longer range and a wider distribution of energy than the
primary ions, producing a distinctive dose tail beyond the peak [18].
Since this feature could affect healthy tissues, it needs to be
considered in any comprehensive treatment planning [19]. One can
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estimate this effect if the residual nuclides of carbon ions in rele-
vant biological materials like tissue and bone are known. However,
this carbon ion fragmentation has still not been fully investigated.
Therefore, more measurements and experimental knowledge are
needed for a better understanding of the production of nuclear
fragments in biological matter. In a previous study [20], the dis-
tribution of the fluence and the yield of the nuclear fragments were
calculated by the FLUKA code. In addition, the dose distribution
from the 12C ion is evaluated by the FLUKA code [1]. The neutrons
from the fragmentation of light nuclei in water using Geant4 MC
were also investigated by Pshenichnov et al. [21]. In the current
study, we use the GEANT4 MC (v9.3.2) [22,23] to investigate the
Bragg-Peak for a delivered dose of carbon-12 (12C) ion beams
incident on water, tissue, and bone, taking into account nuclear
fragmentation reactions. The resulting depth dose Bragg curve for
the 12C ion beam in water is then compared to the experimental
data from the GSI [7,21]. Finally, the data were analyzed using the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov KeS test [25] for the 270 MeV/u12C beam in
water to assess how well the simulation represents the experi-
mental data from a statistical point of view.

2. Materials and methods

Geant4 is a toolkit for the simulation of the passage of particles
through matter based on the Monte Carlo method. The hadron
therapy setup was carefully modeled. The passive beamline was
completely simulated. Besides, the used materials have been vali-
dated using a special Geant4 code to be sure that they are of the
correct compositions and densities. This was achieved by calcu-

lating the attenuation coefficient (t) using I ¼ Ioe
�m
r rt, and then

compare the results with the corresponding data obtained from the
XCOM database. The phantom, which is a box of uniform material
filled with water tissue or bone, contains identical voxels where
data on the dose deposited by primary and secondary particles can
be collected. The use of the water phantom is needed by the in-
ternational protocol on the measure of the dose in the case of
proton and ion beams [24]. Fig. 1 illustrates a carbon ion beam that
perpendicularly hits a 30x4x4 cm3 detector inside a 40x40 � 40
cm3 water phantom, where the distance between the phantom and
the beam source is 20 cm in air. The position and size of the de-
tector are changeable to match the requirements of the
measurement.

Two different techniques for the setup of detectors were
adopted; the first one was assigned to measure the energy
Fig. 1. A carbon ion beam (blue) in air hits a movable and variable size detector (grey)
inside a phantom box (pink). The secondaries shown are negative charged particles
(red), positive charged particles (blue), and neutral particles (green). (For interpreta-
tion of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)
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distribution and the dose depth profile in one dimension (Bragg
curve). As required by the incident particle energy, a 30x4x4 cm3

detector was used for this purpose. It contains 3000 slabs with each
one having a 0.01x4x4 cm3 volume. The second setup aims at
obtaining the two-dimensional isodose contours perpendicular to
the beam direction around the Bragg Peak positions and in the
fragment tail region. Each isodose plot covers a 1x4x4 cm3 volume
representing a one cm thick slab in the beam direction. The slab is
divided laterally into 1600 identical voxels with a volume of 1.0 x
0.1 � 0.1 cm3 for each.

In the simulation, the tracking of particles continues down to a
threshold, below which no secondary will be generated, and
consequently the particle energy is locally deposited. This
threshold is defined as a range cut-off, which is internally con-
verted to an energy for individual materials. The cut-off value is
critical because it should be small relative to the voxel dimensions,
but large enough not to cause very slow simulation runs. We chose
the cut-off in our simulation, after careful investigation, to be
0.05 mm.

3. Results and discussions

A test for the matching between the experimental data from the
GSI [7,21] and the simulated Bragg Peaks for 12C at different en-
ergies (135, 195, 270, and 330 MeV/u) inwater has been conducted.
The Bragg-Peak positions for 12C at different energies are shown in
Table 1. Generally, as the energy of the primary ion increases, the
peak position is transferred to the deeper parts of the target ma-
terial and the absorbed dose around the peak position declines.
Besides, the accuracy of the simulation was between 0.02 and
0.08 cm. Fig. 2 (a) shows the experimental data for the 270 MeV/
u12C ion beam (red circles) which has been interpolated to form a
set of data (dashed red line) that has a common abscissa (depth)
with the simulated data (blue line). The 270 MeV/u12C beam in
different media is shown in Fig. 2 (b); the Bragg-peak position was
14.42 cm inside the water phantom and 14.15 cm inside the tissue,
while it was at 8.51 cm in the bone phantom (Fig. 2 b). As a result,
the peak is located at a shallower depth (stronger stopping power)
along the beam direction (X-axis) and becomes sharper in the
mediumwith a higher electron density NZ (Table 2), which is in line
with the literature (see Ref. [36]).

To assess how well the simulation represents the experimental
data from a statistical point of view, we perform the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov KeS test [25] for the 270 MeV/u12C beam in water. The
test covers the range between 4 and 19 cm from the entrance point,
thus covering the entrance, the Bragg Peak itself, and the region in
the tail beyond the peak in which most of the fragments deposit
their energy (secondary doses). It is worth mentioning that beyond
19 cm, the deposited energy becomes very small, and the simulated
curve starts to deviate from the experimental data (compare the
right and left insets of Fig. 2(a)). We have comprehensively inves-
tigated this behavior by lowering the energy cut-off to very low
values. The small deviation can therefore only be explained by
ambient background readings in the experiment that are not
included in the simulation, and that only affect the comparison
when the beam-related energy deposition approaches zero.We run
the KeS statistical test using the R software environment for sta-
tistical computing and graphics [26]. The concept of the KeS test is
to evaluate the Cumulative Distribution Fraction CDF function of
the two data sets and calculate the maximum vertical deviation D
between both functions. A small deviation D (i.e., the two cumu-
lative distributions of the data set are not very different) implies
that the simulation data match the experimentally measured data
very well. More details about the KeS test are available in, for
example, [27e31]. Fig. 3 shows where both CDF functions coincide



Table 1
Simulated and experimental Bragg-Peak positions for12C ions at different incident energies.

Energy (MeV/u) Simulation Peak (cm) Experimental Peak (cm) Difference (%)

135 4.36 4.34 0.46
195 8.28 8.34 0.72
270 14.42 14.49 0.48
330 20.09 20.13 0.20

Fig. 2. (a) Simulated vs. experimental depth dose distributions for 270 MeV/u12C beam in water. The original experimental data (red circles) has been interpolated to form the red
dashed line. The simulation (the blue line) was found in excellent agreement with the experimental results except in the tail region beyond the Bragg Peak (see text). (b) Bragg Peaks
of 270 MeV/u12C beam in water, tissue and bone. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 2
Simulated Bragg-Peak positions and the FWHM for 270 MeV/u12C beams in three
different media.

Medium Peak position (cm) FWHM (cm)

Water 14.42 0.419
Tissue 14.15 0.373
Bone 8.51 0.203
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completely. The results of the KeS test were D ¼ 0.053, with a
corresponding p-value that is equal to 0.984. This p-value, which is
close to one, implies that the two data sets are mutually consistent.
This result identifies a crucial part of the code validation and pro-
vides the basis for the further investigation reported in this
research with reliability.

For completeness, we constructed isodose contours in planes
perpendicular to the beam direction. The contours are calculated in
slices around and beyond the Bragg Peak position for the three
studied phantoms. To establish a reference for the dose distribu-
tion, Fig. 4 shows the isodose in the YZ plane for a one cm slice
perpendicular to the beam and located exactly at the entrance of
the water phantom. At the beam entrance to the phantom, the total
absorbed dose is mainly due to the primary ions. As the beam
penetrates the phantom material, more and more secondaries are
produced, part of which have a longer range compared to the beam.
The total absorbed dose around the peak position is then a mixture
between both the primary and secondary doses (fragments).
Fig. 5(a) shows the isodose in the three investigated phantom
materials around the peak position. Due to the reduced lateral
straggling associated with the shorter projected range in bone, the
corresponding Bragg Peak is narrower than that inwater and tissue
(Fig. 2(b) and Table 2), and this is reflected as a less laterally
distributed dose (Fig. 5(a)). In addition, it is important to focus on
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the differences between energy deposition trends in water and
tissue. Usually, the patient is represented by a water phantom, and
experimental data is acquired in water, while tissue is defaulted as
water. This might be true for high energy x-rays, but for particle
radiation any differences in Z could lead to differences in the dose
and the location of the Bragg Peak.

On the other hand, the fragmentation dose contribution obvi-
ously appears to be dominant beyond the peak position after the
primary beam has completely been stopped. Fig. 5(b) shows the
isodose in the three materials. The relatively stronger fragmenta-
tion in bone is obvious in this figure because the dose is purely due
to the fragments, while this effect was immersed in the much
stronger primary beam before and at the Bragg Peak (Fig. 5(a)).
Finally, comparing the isodose at and beyond the Bragg Peak
(Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively) to the reference isodose at the
entrance (Fig. 4), provides a qualitative illustration of the physics of
angle straggling and fragmentation in the three investigatedmedia.
3.1. Secondary doses analysis

To acquire a comprehensive calculation of the dose, nuclear
fragmentation reactions should be thoroughly investigated. Ac-
cording to Hultqvist et al. [32], exposure to secondary radiation
during particle therapy is of great concern because of possible tis-
sue damage and the risk of secondary cancer induction. The dose
deposition beyond the peak is completely due to the nuclear frag-
mentation reactions. Fragments ranging from Z ¼ 1 (hydrogen) to
Z ¼ 9 (fluorine) were identified, with a minority of even heavier
particles (Fig. 6 (a) and (b)). The number of protons and oxygen ions
obviously dominate (Fig. 6(a)), a finding consistent with the fact
that the phantom under study consists of water. Because of their
longer ranges, protons and alpha particles are expected to be
responsible for most of the dose deposition beyond the Bragg Peak.



Fig. 3. The cumulative distribution functions CDF of the simulated Bragg Peak and of the experimental data. Both CDF functions coincide, and therefore the maximum vertical
deviation D was found very small (see text).

Fig. 4. Reference isodose for a 270 MeV/u12C beam calculated in one cm slice at the
entrance of the water phantom.
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The dose from heavier fragments is, on the other hand, effectively
merged in the direct beam energy deposition at and below the
stopping point of the primary carbon nuclei. On the other hand,
boron and secondary carbon ions delivered the highest energy
deposited per fragment (Fig. 6(b)), followed by beryllium and ni-
trogen. However, the number of these fragments is much smaller
than the number of protons and oxygen ions knocked out in the
water phantom. The large number of protons compared to beryl-
lium, for example (see Fig. 6(a)), is reflected in Fig. 6(b) as a dense
array of points, though the energy per proton is in general less than
that of beryllium.

The fragmentation reactions discussed so far are only consid-
ered to be charged particles. In order to comprehend the analysis,
neutrons and gamma particles that do contribute to the dose
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should also be investigated. Little information is known about the
dose from secondary neutrons created in heavy-ion irradiations
[21]. Fast neutrons produced in projectile nuclei fragmentation
provide extra doses inside and outside the phantom. The mean free
path of these fast neutrons in matter is commonly much longer
compared with the ranges of ions of the same energy. Therefore,
the neutron-associated dosage is predicted to be distributed in a
much larger volume compared to protons and heavier ions. The
energy distribution due to secondary neutrons from a 270 MeV/
u12C beam is presented in Fig. 7(a). Though the spectrum covers a
broad energy range, the mean neutron energy value was found to
be 16.29 MeV. Similar behavior is reported by both Pshenichnov
et al. [21], and Soltani-Nabipour et al. [1]. On the other hand,
gamma photons can be emitted in different ways during the pas-
sage of ions in the phantom; the mass difference in nuclear re-
actions can appear as photons (direct reaction process). In addition,
if the reaction reaches an excited state of a fragment, the transitions
between energy levels will result in gamma radiation. The anni-
hilation of positrons from positron emitting fragments also con-
tributes to the photon yield inside and outside the phantom. Fig. 7
(b) presents the energy distribution for secondary gamma photons.
Again, the mean energy was 1.03 MeV, although the tail of the
spectrum reaches much higher energy values. These doses poten-
tially cause secondary cancers and induce other harmful effects
[32]. Recently, a neutron detector was designed, and located behind
the target under carbon irradiations, to measure the induced neu-
trons by Khorshidi et al. [33,34]. They claimed that the fragmen-
tation of projectile nuclei and the local energy deposition of
charged hadrons are inevitable consequences for dose absorption.
As a result, the shielding of the heavy-ion medical accelerator is
essential [35].

To shed more light on the fragmentation reactions, we shot 62
MeV/u12C ions (i.e., 744 MeV) onto the water phantom. The results
were carefully analyzed in detail for selected events. Firstly, in
event number 0, the primary 12C ion, which is located at a depth (in
mm) of (x¼ 1.66, y¼�0.78, and z¼ 0.25), left with an energy equal



Fig. 5. Two-dimensional isodose from 270 MeV/u12C beam in the three phantom materials, (a) around and (b) beyond the Bragg Peak position.

Fig. 6. (a) Relative number of fragments, characterized by their atomic and mass number, produced beyond the Bragg Peak in the water phantom by 270 MeV/u12C beam. (b) Energy
per secondary ion, produced in nuclear interactions of 270 MeV/u12C primaries in water.

Fig. 7. Energy distribution due to secondary (a) neutrons and (b) gamma from 270 MeV/u12C beam in water.
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Table 3
Tracking information for secondaries that have a parent ID ¼ 1 from one12C ion at
744 MeV.

TrackID Product K.E(MeV) Process

867 11C 539.46 IonInelastic
866 g 5.14 IonInelastic
865 15N 42.78 IonInelastic
864 g 1.57 IonInelastic
863 n 14.38 IonInelastic
862 p 34.6 IonInelastic

Table 4
Tracking information for secondaries that have a parent ID ¼ 1 from one12C at
3240 MeV.

Track ID Products Energy (MeV) Process

275 4He 991.508 IonInelastic
274 4He 999.234 IonInelastic
273 4He 1178.27 IonInelastic
272 1H 29.2358 IonInelastic
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to 668.91 MeV (~90% of primary energy), and underwent a nuclear
reaction with 16O:

12C þ 16O / 11C þ 15N þ p þ n þ 2g (1)

This reaction gives subsequent secondaries tracks as shown in
Table 3. The total kinetic energy of the products is about
631.22 MeV (~85% of primary energy), and the total gamma energy
is about 6.71 MeV (~0.9% of the primary energy). Since the Q-value
for this reaction is negative, part of the incident primary energy is
required to overcome the associated threshold energy.

It is worth mentioning that this collision produced an unstable
11C isotope (see Eq. (1)) with a half-life time of 20.3 min, and
emitted a positron (bþ):

11C / 11B þ eþ þ n (2)

The annihilation of the positron produces two gamma-rays
(each with 0.511 keV) that can be detected from outside the
phantom with appropriate detectors. This provides one way to
visualize the range of the original carbon beam in the patient. Thus,
this methodology is suitable for positron-emission-tomography
(PET). Moreover, the neutron with an energy of 14.38 MeV
(Table 3) obtained from the first primary interaction happens to
produce a proton, electron, and an anti-neutrino by (b�) decay. The
neutron has a track ID ¼ 863. As a result, for parent ID ¼ 863, a
proton with an energy of 2.81 MeV inside the phantom was
recognized. Since neutrons have long ranges due to their neutral
nature, most neutrons will interact outside the phantom in the
physical treatment room. Secondly, the primary carbon ions lost
their energy by means of multiple scattering and ionization down
to rest (events number 1 up to 5). At each step, electrons were
ejected with some energy and were tracked. As a matter of fact,
these electrons travel beyond the voxel of interaction and
contribute to the extended lateral and longitudinal dose profiles.
Finally, when a primary carbon interacts with hydrogen in water
(the phantom), the result is an ion inelastic scattering process
(event number 6):

12C þ 1H / p þ 12C þ 2 g (3)

The proton may, for example, travel beyond the Bragg Peak
position. At an even higher beam energy, the nuclear processes
become more complicated. For example, 270 MeV/u (3240 MeV)
12C ions undergo inelastic processes with hydrogen, (Table 4), to
give three alpha particles and a proton:

12C þ 1H / 3 a þ p (4)

The highly energetic 4He particle that has a track ID ¼ 274 in-
teracts with 16O:

4He þ 16O / 15O þ 3H þ p þ n þ g (5)
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More noticeable in this reaction is the 15O (track ID ¼ 11467)
which is also a positron emitter with a half-life of 122 s. This
positron will annihilate with an electron to two detectable 511 keV
photons, which can be used for PET. These results reveal that heavy
ion beams from elements that span the periodic table can be
tracked using PET methods to ensure the beam's effectiveness in
tumor irradiation.

4. Conclusions

In the present study, results of the Monte Carlo MC Hadron
therapy model available in the GEANT4 toolkit exhibit reasonable
correlation with the GSI experimental data, hence establishing the
basis for the adoption of MC in heavy ion treatment planning. In the
tail region, the dose deposition is completely attributable to nuclear
fragmentation reactions that produce fragments ranging from
hydrogen to mostly fluorine, with someminorities above Z¼ 9. The
maximum energy deposited per fragment was mainly generated by
secondary carbon ions, followed by secondary boron and beryllium.
Nevertheless, the total number of protons released was the largest,
therefore contributing the most to the total dose deposition in the
tail region. The effect of the phantom material has also been
studied, showing that bone generates more dose due to nuclear
fragmentation compared with both water and tissue. The distri-
butions of the gamma and the neutron energy were measured, and
further analysis of the expected interactions outside the phantom is
still to be reported.
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